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What was iOrchestra?
iOrchestra was a two-year festival of orchestral music
staged in the South West Peninsula region (UK)
during the summers of 2014 and 2015. Through a
unique combination of live, digital and participative
elements, the Philharmonia Orchestra created a
unique residency in a region of the UK to which
professional orchestras rarely tour, and which
has been identified by Arts Council England as
having significant clusters of culturally disengaged
communities.
For the Philharmonia Orchestra, this represented a
new way of working, reimaging our existing resources
and developing new skill sets. The project was
established with the following core aims:
• to act as a catalyst to ignite interest in orchestral
music within the South West Peninsula region
(Plymouth, Torbay and Cornwall);
• to increase the audiences for live orchestral music
for future concerts and tours;
• to increase engagement, particularly among
people who have not attended live orchestral music
concerts, or attend very little;
• to test out the pathways to engaging with
orchestral music for different population segments,
including the use of digital resources as pathways.
iOrchestra was established in response to a
challenge set by Arts Council England through
its strategic touring programme. The principal
behind this programme is to find ways to take the
core work of leading arts organisations and share
them with areas of the UK with less access or
uptake of cultural opportunities. A twelve month
consultation, research and reporting process took
place (led by Rachel Escott Audience Development)
in advance of the award being granted to establish
the demand, Consortium partners’ contributions

and key principles that would inform our approach
and practice. We identified 4-5 communities within
each sub-region (Torbay, Plymouth and Cornwall)
with fewest opportunities to engage with culture,
and spent many months building a comprehensive
profile of each using local knowledge and wider sociodemographic data.

development. Three times in the last six years, the
Philharmonia has won the Royal Philharmonic
Society’s Award for ‘Audiences and Engagement’
including for iOrchestra, confirming the Orchestra
as a national leader in audience development and
participation.

Whilst the four key artistic strands of the project
had been identified to provide the framework for
iOrchestra, the format and content of these projects
was (re)developed in response to the findings of these
studies and to cross-reference our core objectives. We
chose not to make assumptions and to acknowledge
that the three regions we had chosen to work in
would require us to make further adaptations to the
artistic products as the project grew.

This report

iOrchestra was a fresh approach for the Philharmonia:
an experiment in legacy-building, partnership work
and cultural change. Whilst managed and delivered
by the Philharmonia Orchestra, iOrchestra was led by
a Consortium of local partners including Music Hubs,
promoters and local authority representatives.

About the Philharmonia
The Philharmonia is one of the world’s great
orchestras. Resident at London’s Southbank Centre
and in five other UK locations: Leicester, Bedford,
Canterbury, Basingstoke and at the Three Choirs
Festival. The Philharmonia’s Principal Conductor and
Artistic Advisor is Esa-Pekka Salonen.

This report aims to document this innovative piece
of work and record the project delivery, successes
and challenges, and to share the Philharmonia’s
key learnings, particulary with those from the
orchestral sector. Moreover, we anticipate this
report will be of interest to the wider arts sector,
and those organisations wishing to engage new
audiences in challenging art forms, which suffer
form the perception that they are ‘elitist’, or to
those interested in developing digital approaches
to learning and participation work. Based on these
learnings, and the experience of iOrchestra, this
report will outline a methodology for future audience
development projects, which can be used as the basis
for further innovation and development.
Further research and sub reports available at
www.philharmonia.co.uk/iOrchestra.

Founded in 1945 by EMI record producer Walter
Legge, the Philharmonia has always sought to
embrace technology and widen access to great music.
In addition to its core work, performing more than
160 concerts a year in London, around the UK and
internationally, the Philharmonia has developed a
strong reputation for digital innovation and audience
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The iOrchestra Tent: RE-RITE and Universe of Sound
Re-purposing large-scale digital installations for new audiences
a major museum or gallery,
and make them relevant and
accessible to audiences less
familiar with seeking out
cultural experiences. The
answer was a large tent, which
could be erected and rigged
within a week and which could
be installed for a fortnight
in areas of high footfall;
Plymouth’s main shopping
street; on the seafront green of
Torre Abbey in Torquay; and on
Lemon Quay in Truro.

Young visitors spend time in the harp room, during the Truro residency of Universe of Sound in June and July 2015

At the heart of the iOrchestra offer were two awardwinning digital installations, RE-RITE and Universe
of Sound. Conceived by Principal Conductor and
Artistic Advisor Esa-Pekka Salonen, each installation
is designed to allow anyone, regardless of experience
or age, to step into the shoes of an orchestral
musician and experience a full performance, each
involving over 100 musicians, of a piece of symphonic
music from the inside-out (Stravinsky’s Rite of Spring
and Holst’s The Planets, respectively).
Previously staged in museums and art galleries,
each uses a series of screens and speakers to take
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apart the work instrument by instrument, with
the sound and visuals rebalanced so that visitors
are immersed within the sound of the instruments
immediately in front of them. Visitors can get ‘hands1
on’ too, themselves becoming| players
and conductors
via interactive digital activity stations. Both
installations premiered in London (Universe of Sound
as part of the Cultural Olympiad) and have toured
internationally.
The challenge, for iOrchestra, was to find ways to
install these immersive experiences speedily and
flexibly in locations without the infrastructure of

When supported by the
other project strands, these
installations demystified the
orchestra for visitors of all ages,
and allowed audiences to pop in
and out at no admission charge
over the course of a fortnight.
Alongside open public access,
a large number of school
group and community group
curated visits were arranged.
In each year the ‘iOrchestra
tent’ provided the thematic
underpinning of the project and
drew in the largest audiences
across the four project strands.

IN NUMBERS

OUR LEARNING

RECOMMENDATIONS

86,416 visitors experienced the main iOrchestra
installations over the two years: with 29,123 visitors
to RE-RITE in 2014 and 57,293 visitors to Universe of
Sound in 2015.

The sheer numbers of visitors, particularly in
the second year of the project, far exceeded our
expectations. To put the visitor numbers in context,
when Universe of Sound was first installed within
London’s Science Museum (which is free of charge,
and draws more than 8,000 visitors a day) it received
an average of 690 visitors per day. In Plymouth,
the daily average was just shy of three times than
number, at 2,067. Crucially, this demonstrates
the power of these installations as part of a wider
audience development initiative, rather than as
stand-alone digital projects, with the cumulative
effect of MusicLab as a sign-posting tool, the
wider ‘ripple-effect’ of the supporting creative and
participatory programme, and the culmination of
a live concert. Together this created a meaningful
audience journey which contextualised and animated
the installations in a way that brought significant
visitor numbers, starting from a lower benchmark of
cultural participation. Creating a genuinely diverse
volunteer body comprised of HEI event management
and music students, retired enthusiasts, amateur
orchestral musicians, and parents and grandparents
many of whom had been enthusiastic visitors in
Year 1 was crucial. Often, those volunteers without
having formal musical training were more successful
engaging newcomer visitors than those who, on the
surface, were a more natural fit. Of the interactive
elements, an expanded interactive percussion room
between Year 1 and Year 2 staffed by local musicians,
was a highlight identified across ages and population
segments, creating more welcoming entrance and
exit spaces enticed visitors to linger, engage with the
evaluation process, and collect literature on other
cultural events available locally.

Get serious
Despite some nervousness among consortium
members and staff about the repertoire, especially
the Rite of Spring, the tents worked as a catalysts to
deeper engagement. Approximately one third of the
tickets to the iOrchestra concerts in Plymouth and
Torbay were bought spontaneously from the tent,
to an audience largely unaccustomed to attending
such performances, because they had been inspired.
The ‘seriousness’ of the work did not appear to
deter audience members, but rather they responded
warmly to being treated as discerning audience
members.

On average, Universe of Sound welcomed 1,451 people
per day during the six weeks it was open across
the regions in 2015, ranging from 470 on a stormbattered day in Torquay, up to 4,456 on the second
Saturday in Plymouth.
In 2015, visitor numbers rose by 221% in Plymouth,
197% in Torbay, and 172% in Cornwall, in comparison
to 2014.
98% reported enjoying their visit (85% very much
and 13% quite a lot).
90% self-identified as learning from the experience.
38% of visitors to Universe of Sound in Plymouth,
31% in Torbay and had come via another strand of
the project.
Universe of Sound appealed to age groups underrepresented within orchestral audiences: 28% of
visitors were aged 16-25, and 20% were children up
to the age of 15.
Only 13% of visitors to Universe of Sound had ever
attended an orchestral concert before, whereas 67%
of the final concert audience attended as a direct
result of their visit to Universe of Sound.

Humanise the space
Staff and volunteers were most effective, when
proactive, interventionist, warm, well-briefed to
answer questions and confident to say when they
didn’t know - freeing up visitors to explore at their
own pace, without pressure of a right or wrong
answer.
Mix digital and live
Live, local musicians playing alongside the digital
Philhamonia were extremely positively received - as
were dancers, children’s promenade theatre, and in
person tour-guides.
Keep it simple
While the technology and logistics of the tents
were extremely complex, the audience feedback
on visitor experience improved considerably as
visits themselves were simplified. Signage was kept
minimal, clutter removed, and tuition and support
provided in person, foregrounding the music and
leaving space for visitors to respond emotionally and
personally.
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The iOrchestra Truck: MusicLab
A travelling musical space to experiment, play and create
development process involving representatives from
our communities, education and disability groups,
Philharmonia animateurs and staff from Falmouth
University. MusicLab’s brief was to welcome all,
regardless of age or experience. During iOrchestra,
MusicLab hosted curated visits from schools and
community groups as well as daily public opening
hours. The truck aims to bring the orchestra alive
in communities who, for a variety of geographical,
economic, cultural and social reasons, might not
otherwise travel even a short distance within
Plymouth, let alone make an extensive journey
within Cornwall, in order to engage with new cultural
experiences.

MusicLab, created especially for iOrchestra, during its residency in Bodmin in July 2015

MusicLab is an interactive, digital
classroom sized mobile 13.5m trailer which
provides a fun and interactive introduction
to the orchestra. It allows visitors young
and old to experiment with real orchestral
instruments becoming players, composers
and arrangers. Hands-on, video-guided
tutorials, offer an introduction to a French
horn, cello, timpani and clarinet under the
‘virtual’ guidance of Philharmonia principal
players. Visitors can explore every
instrument in the orchestra, using central
iPad consoles which offer a chance to play,
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compose and produce. In the ‘Chorus Booth’, visitors
can sing-along with the Philharmonia, creating a
huge virtual choir from each location visited, then
available for download from the iOrchestra website.
The wider life of the Philharmonia - playing concerts,
recording film scores, and making video-game music
- is showcased in bite-size films through the video
bench. The ‘Hi-5!’ makes a participative game out of
the variety of sounds possible through unusual uses of
orchestral instruments.
The content and technology for MusicLab was
created and built out of a wide-ranging research and

For audiences unfamiliar with or even suspicious
of orchestral music it provides a friendly,
unthreatening introduction, by ‘popping-up’ in local
areas. MusicLab spent 13 x 1 week Residencies
in different communities across the South West
Peninsula, returning back to these communities in
2015. We parked up on sea fronts, in supermarket
carparks, on housing estates and by tourist
attractions. It therefore necessitated minimal
journey-time and encourages repeat visits. Alongside
the set interactions, MusicLab is also equipped
to host virtual master classes. During iOrchestra,
Philharmonia trombonist Philip White coached
young players from Redruth Town Band, and violinist
Adrian Varela tutored Shiphay School Orchestra
with Philharmonia players ‘beamed in’ onto the big
screen inside the trailer. MusicLab’s small stage
hosted a successful series of chamber concerts and
opportunities for non-classical musicians to perform
in situ, ranging from folk trios to a Stockhausen
recital, providing a live corollary to the digital
experience.

IN NUMBERS
17,354 visitors experienced MusicLab over the two
13-week residencies in the South West, with visitor
numbers increasing by 61% from 6,562 in Year 1, to
10,792 in Year 2.
Of the total audience in year 2, 6,042 or 56% were
curated visits for community and school groups,
ranging from pre-school to sixth form students.
On average, MusicLab welcomed more than 130
visitors each day (up to 611 at its busiest!) during the
second year of the project.

communities with low cultural engagement, makes
MusicLab a resource which genuinely provides a
catalyst for new audiences to learn about orchestral
music. Of all the elements of iOrchestra, MusicLab
has been most effective at engaging people from the
hardest to reach parts of the regions in which we
have been working, pulling in visitors out of curiosity
who would not have otherwise visited the main
installations, or attended the live concerts. More than
half the visitors to MusicLab in each location were
drawn from the same ward in which it was parked.

94% self-identified as learning from the experience.

MusicLab is very flexible, and visitors reported
learning from and enjoying their visits to a high
degree, whether they attended as part of curated
groups or as individuals. (As well as schools, these
groups included SEN support groups, youth clubs,
sports teams, dance groups, theatre groups and
supported visits by older people living in nursing and
care homes). MusicLab is at its best when combining
live and digital musical elements: it hosted concerts,
master classes, drop-ins for promoters and even
became a temporary radio studio.

In the first year of the project, 39% of visitors to
MusicLab in Cornwall went on to explore another
element of the project, rising to 43% of Plymouth
visitors and 53% of Torbay visitors.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Between Year 1 and 2, visitor numbers rose by 146%
in Plymouth, 265% in Torbay, and 133% in Cornwall.
97% reported enjoying their visit (84% very much and
13% quite a lot).

OUR LEARNING
MusicLab combines education, outreach and
entertainment; uses digital technology as a route
into an exploration of live musical experience;
is presented to the highest standard based on
many years of musical and digital expertise from
the Philharmonia; and is supported by bespoke
facilitation and a wide-range of online classroom
and community-friendly resources. This unique
combination, flexibly offered in the heart of

Make it mobile
Despite considerable technical challenges
maintaining a complex, touring digital classroom
(time had to be set aside at the start of each week
to re-set and trouble-shoot) the flexibility and
control that moving MusicLab wholesale offered was
invaluable. Attendees were met with a truck which
was unfailingly well-presented, facilitators always
in control of the space, and able to adapt. This
‘psychological contract’ of visible quality rather than
‘well-meaning-but-bodged’ paid dividends in high
audience numbers and repeat visits.

Make it weird!
Rather than being off-putting to visitors,
MusicLab’s unusual offer appears
to have boosted its appeal. Visitors
frequently described it as looking ‘like a
spaceship’, and came inside because not
in spite of its idiosyncratic appearance.
Test, re-test, test again
The robustness of interventions is
the single most important factor in
positive visitor experience. Over 10,000
(sometime sticky little) hands prodded
iPads, bowed the cello and hung off
the Chorus Booth microphone over
just thirteen weeks in Year 2. When
planning a project of this scale, build in
a significant period for R&D work and
time stress-testing interaction.
Study footfall
Some local advice about locations
proved inaccurate - perception of
communities from the inside was often
at odds with observable reality. Once
a target audience is identified, there
is no substitute for spending time on
site testing your hypothesis. Don’t be
afraid to change locations according to
evidence.
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The iOrchestra Concerts: Philharmonia Orchestra Live
Bringing new audiences to hear one of the world’s great orchestras
conductor Domingo Hindoyan, and with
Charles Hazlewood combining conducting
and presenting in Truro. The repertoire
choices shifted emphasis, with more
sustained works such as Verdi’s overture
to La Forza del Destino and Mendelssohn’s
Hebrides Overture, and included a
more challenging contemporary piece,
Troll by Knut Vaage. ost significantly,
the concerts moved indoors (with the
exception of Truro where Consortium
members requested and contributed
financially towards a second outdoor
event) in an aim to bring new audiences
into concert halls for the first time.
Around 80% and 60% respectively paid £5
for their seat, with audiences from core
communities able to claim free tickets
in return for engaging with at least one
further element of iOrchestra.
The Philharmonia Orchestra played 12 concerts in the South West Peninsula over the life of the project - for both schoolchildren and the wider public.

The core of the Philharmonia’s daily business is
performing live concerts - whether in our home at
Southbank Centre, in our UK Residencies including
Bedford and Leicester, or touring internationally.
All of our investment in digital and outreach
programmes provides a means by which to introduce
new audiences to the live concert experience. At the
culmination of each year of iOrchestra was a series
of live performances given by the full Philharmonia
Orchestra. Two concerts were performed in each
region, each year: one for the general public, and the
other for KS2 primary school children ages 7 - 11.
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In the first year, the public concerts were held
outdoors with free admission. The RE-RITE tent was
transformed into a covered stage area with room
for a 66-piece symphony orchestra. Philharmonia
musicians rehearsed on site, and conductor Christian
Kluxen led a programme which incorporated
excerpts from core classical repertoire (‘Nimrod’ from
Elgar’s Enigma Variations, ‘Montagues and Capulets’
from Prokofiev’s ballet Romeo and Juliet) in addition
to an audience participation piece A Traveller’s Guide
by Tim Steiner, who presented the concert. In the
second year, the format was similar with Steiner
again presenting in Plymouth and Torquay alongside

Schools concerts were based on the
successful model Orchestra Unwrapped
which the Philharmonia has run for
many years in Leicester and Basingstoke.
Teacher training was provided to enable
non-music specialists to prepare classes
by introducing them to the repertoire,
the families of instruments, and learning
the participation pieces in order to better
engage with their first concert-going
experience and must importantly continue
exploring after the day itself.

IN NUMBERS

OUR LEARNING

RECOMMENDATIONS

17,288 audience members experienced the
Philharmonia Orchestra perform live concerts in
Plymouth, Torquay and Truro as part of iOrchestra.

Fundamentally, the series of culmination concerts
within iOrchestra provided a piece of audience
development action-research to test the effectiveness
of the other elements of the project and their ability
to lead people towards live orchestral experiences.
The large total numbers across the regions and their
demographic split across the target segments of hardto-reach groups, combined with a strong showing of
attendees drawn directly from our core communities,
demonstrate that there is an appetite for orchestral
music which runs contrary to the prevailing wisdom
of orchestral marketers. This is encouraging
and represents an exciting challenge to both the
Philharmonia and other touring orchestras: to leave
their social and geographical comfort zones and seek
out business models which enable touring to regions
under served by live orchestral performance. Further,
it offers an endorsement to the founding hypothesis
of the project: not only can digital experiences
such as RE-RITE and Universe of Sound generate a
desire to hear a live orchestra (with 88% of RE-RITE
attendees expressing such a hope, and over 90% of
Universe of Sound visitors identifying themselves as
likely to attend within the next year) but has actually
encouraged thousands of non-traditional concertgoers to pay and enter a concert hall. In retrospect,
it was felt that an opportunity was missed with the
second year’s Truro concert, which, held outdoors
at the request of local Consortium partners, missed
the opportunity to draw a new audience into a venue,
despite having the best concert hall available in all
three regions.

Invest in venues
Participants in iOrchestra identify the primary
barriers to future attendance as lack of time (cited
by 25%) and cost (cited by 17%): unsurprisingly,
from our core communities, these figures double.
iOrchestra provides a model for overcoming these
and demonstrates that beyond and in spite of these
barriers, an enthusiastic audience exists. As such,
the greatest hurdle to future tours remains a lack of
viable concert venues, something which no individual
orchestra can tackle but which could be responded to
by culture boards and other cultural leaders and local
authorities within each region.

This included 5,688 key-stage 2 (7 - 11 year old)
school children, many of whom were attending an
orchestral concert for the first time.
As concerts moved indoors in the second year
in Torbay and Plymouth, both sold out and the
Philharmonia played to combined capacity crowds of
3,350.
99% reported enjoying the concert
(95% very much and 4% quite a lot).
89% self-identified as learning from
the experience.
64% of 2015 public concert
attendees in Plymouth, 67% in
Torbay, and 60% in Cornwall, had
attended at least one other element
of iOrchestra in 2014 and 2015.
32% of concert attendees in Torbay
and 24% in Plymouth, came from
our core communities - the areas
of lowest cultural engagement and
highest deprivation within each
region.
On average, 77% of the children
attending the schools’ concerts, had
never heard an orchestra perform
live before.

Be willing to challenge
As a parallel to the repertoire chosen for the
installations, the shifts in programming between Year
1 and 2 highlight the ability of audiences, even new
audiences, to respond to challenge. Many audience
members identified the ‘higher risk’ contemporary
work, or longer overtures as highlights. Audiences
without the cultural baggage of regular concert-goers
will live up to higher expectations.
Signpost and keep in touch
Projects like iOrchestra require new relationships
between amateur and professional orchestras. For
Plymouth and Torbay, the backbone for future
provision will primarily be drawn from quality
amateur orchestras. Amateur orchestras can
benefit hugely from an association with world-class
professionals and there exists opportunities to
signpost shared audiences, and appropriately share
data during necessarily extended gaps between
professional orchestras’ performances.
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iOrchestra Fringe: Creative and Participatory Projects
Widening participation, deepening learning and engagement
The second year of iOrchestra saw the growth of an
aspiration which had been present from the outset: to
supplement the three core strands of the project with
a vibrant ‘fringe’ programme of participative work
which would meet a series of key outcomes:
• increased audience and engagement by creating a
significant step-change in the perception of the arts
within our core 13 communities;
• improved arts infrastructure by upskilling and
empowering local organisations and venues to
continue work beyond the life of the project;
• and create a new model of working for the
orchestral sector by packaging up arts engagement
methodology that combined a high quality
communications strategy with marketing and
engagement activities.
Whilst we had hoped to initiate a greater number
of participatory projects in Year 1, we took the
decision to push the majority of this activity into
Year 2, letting RE-RITE, MusicLab and the live
concerts provide the creative catalyst from which
we could begin meaningful conversations with local
organisations and artists. The Fringe projects in Year
2 also became an integral part of our marketing and
communication strategy: almost all ended with some
form of public showcase prior to or during the period
iOrchestra was in each community.
In Plymouth, the Fringe programme involved
workshops exploring the textures and sounds
of orchestral music in nursery schools, and a
space-themed flash-mob dance in the city centre
accompanied by Plymouth University Orchestra.
Musicians from the Philharmonia collaborated
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with artists from local
community arts group,
Take A Part to enable
community members to
create a unique orchestra,
fashioning vegetables and
natural materials to form
a Green Orchestra. In the
University’s Immersive
Vision Dome, we
presented Planimation!
– an animated tour of
the mythic themes of
Holst’s The Planets as
re-imagined by young
people from Plymouth.
In Torbay, young people
created radio broadcasts,
live from MusicLab
and members of Play
Composer Patrick Bailey conducts musicians from Bodmin Town Band as they perform ‘HB’,
Torbay’s FUNk group
their movement of Beyond the Planets - a new suite composed and performed by Cornish
performed a Quest to
amateur musicians
enable younger visitors
during half-term to
explore Universe of Sound while solving the mystery
In Cornwall, we ran brass masterclasses and ran a
of how the planets lost their music. Members of
bold new project Beyond the Planets, in collaboration
Torbay Symphony Orchestra introduced families
with Goonhilly Earth Station and amateur musicians
to the world of the Orchestra and accompanied
from across Cornwall ranging from brass bands to
a stargazing session. These same musicians later
R&B groups. Using sounds from deep space and
played-along with the Philharmonia, live in the tent
footage of conductor Esa-Pekka Salonen, Beyond
and led masterclasses to enable local young musicians the Planets was performed movement by movement
to join the music-making. Local composers led a 10in Penzance, Liskeard, Bodmin, St. Austell, Pool
week composition project creating a unique work of
and drawn together as a new planets’ suite in the
film and music called ‘Sea and Sky’ and performed
installation tent in Truro.
by an intergenerational community choir, The Choral
Engineers.

IN NUMBERS

OUR LEARNING

RECOMMENDATIONS

33% of visitors to Universe of Sound had visited, or in
some other way participated in, or been an audience
member of a fringe project.

While fewer than 1,000 people participated directly
as creators or musicians in creative and participative
projects, the audience was significantly larger and
leveraged a disproportionately large portion of the
wider project audience, with 33% in 2015 coming via
a fringe project - a contribution of approximately
18,000 to the overall audience across the three
regions. Beyond the creative and participative
impulse behind the projects, they provided a unique
marketing function for the other elements of the
project. Strategically, creative and participatory
projects provided opportunities for us to rethink how
we defined the audience as a whole, avoiding the
pitfall of focussing energies on children and young
people only, and falling back on a core classical
audience of retired people. By designing a fringe
programme with multiple entry-points (including
pre-school library workshops; youth group animation
workshops; inter-generational flash-mob dancers;
composition projects for all ages which welcomed
established and novice musicians; illustrated
lunchtime lectures for older people) and taking a
necessarily ‘scatter-gun’ approach, meant we made
contact with a huge number of people and raised the
profile of the project, while providing natural ‘nextsteps’ for further engagement. For example, Age
UK lunch-club attendees who received an illustrated
talk on the life of Gustav Holst, were then invited to
concerts by both the Philharmonia, and the Torbay
Symphony Orchestra, as well as offered priority
access to MusicLab and Universe of Sound and their
respective supporting resources.

Embed participation
The ‘ripple-effect’ of the iOrchestra fringe in Year 2,
cited by a third of Universe of Sound participants,
proves the value for building an audience of
incorporating hands-on opportunities for even small
number of participants to take part creatively in the
process of music-making.

58% of Universe of Sound volunteers, came to the
project as audience members or participants of fringe
projects.
iOrchestra fringe contributed an additional 60 public
performances to the project, ranging from: screenings
of animations by young people in Plymouth; to playalong masterclasses for young musicians in Torquay
with Torbay Symphony Orchestra; to the world
premiere of Beyond the Planets by our five Cornish
ensembles within the Universe of Sound tent.
Over 200 amateur musicians performed at public
iOrchestra events throughout the 13 weeks of the
project in 2015.
98% of audience members for the culminations of
creative and participatory projects reported enjoying
themselves, 94% very much so.
81% of the audiences of fringe projects surveyed selfidentified as learning from the experience.
The average cost of iOrchestra - comprising one-time
visitors to Universe of Sound, but also participants in
10-week composition projects, making multiple visits
to all project strands, was £10.57 per person

Play to your strengths
The most significant resource available to the
Philharmonia is its own players. The richest learning
experiences were some of the simplest and most
‘old-fashioned’: master classes with Philharmonia
players hosted in MusicLab; or adding quality playing
to instrument-making projects, such as Plymouth’s
Green Orchestra. Invest early and generously in
embedding the core work of the organisation within
the participative programme.
Join the dots
By thinking in terms of ‘audience journeys’,
participants in creative projects can form the core of
a volunteer pool and provide enthusiastic advocates
within target communities.
Start early
Creative and participative work, by its nature
collaborative, gives the opportunity to build genuine
relationships within the community - this is a slow,
but worthwhile process.
Adapt and evolve
With time, it is possible to try bold, ambitious
projects, and then adapt in order to make a genuine
contribution to the local arts ecology, rather than
adding stand-alone events.
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Digital projects and analogue audiences
Combining digital and live experiences - pitfalls and progress

While the explicitly digital nature of iOrchestra brought in some parts of our audience, for others it was the least important
part of their experience

We collected many thousands of feedback cards
and surveys over the life of the project. Something
which surprised us was how very few - well below
0.5% - talked about the project as a digital, or
technologically-led project.
When planning the project, it was easy to assume
that part of the attraction for visitors would be the
use of ‘cutting-edge technology’ and the explicitly
interactive digital elements that would draw people
in. As such, we made a considerable effort, in our first
year, to bring all areas of the project into line with
this: the visuals of marketing material emphasised
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the meeting of digital and music; a decision was
made to conduct visitor monitoring using NFC cards
(contactless card technology); social media was
prioritised within the marketing strategy; and the
project was talked about within funding applications
and strategic documents as ‘digital-led’.
The primary objective of iOrchestra was to introduce
new audiences to orchestral music and to create
pathways for these individuals to curate their own
onwards journeys for exploration. Online resources
via the iOrchestra and Philharmonia websites
provided a valued portal for many. Where digital

elements were most successful in the other project
strands, they were largely invisible. Visitor feedback
across all three regions cited the musical and visual
impact of the project broadly as hugely positive,
without mentioning the digital elements explicitly.
This is not a failure of the digital work on the project,
but its huge success. It does suggest, however, that
technological advances are such that simply being
digital no longer serves as a pull-factor in itself,
such is the saturation and sophistication of digital
technology within homes, schools and workplaces.
This in turn, shifts the emphasis of digital elements
across the messaging of the project: imagery
explicitly emphasising the digital elements in year
one, was described as ‘corporate’ and ‘unwelcoming’
and was replaced in year two with imagery
emphasising the human, personal, intergenerational,
and entertainment value of the project. While it
cannot be isolated, some of the increased audience in
year two must be attributed to this shift.
Similarly, distribution and communication methods
became more ‘analogue’ in the second year: with
social media maintained, and uptake increased
across regions, but with little measurable impact
on attendance. Whilst a social media presence
is arguably a necessity for any project, very few
orchestras have successfully found a voice within a
crowded online marketplace. Beyond this, targeting
the audience reach successfully is extremely difficult
at a national level (with significant portions of
Philharmonia social media presence falling outside
of areas to which the orchestra regularly tours) and
even more difficult with so tight a geographical focus.
Creating high quality and engaging social media is
time-consuming and expensive and the elements

which did have a measurable impact on behaviour
were paid-for Facebook adverts.
The success or failure of experiences in MusicLab
between Year 1 and 2 hinged to a great extent on
the robustness of the interactions rather than on
any given content. When interactions worked,
visitors expressed enjoyment and learning; on the
occasions when they failed technologically, irritated
and disappointed reactions emerged. Digital
interactions bring with them an instability which
can quickly rob an experience of its added-value if
the technology itself does not hold up. In reviewing
the successes and limitations of MusicLab, one of
the resident animateurs (chosen for a combination
of technical and musical skill) advocated removing
some of the more complex technological elements
and increasing the number of instruments and
their scope for interactivity. In parallel, while the
interactions within the installations’ percussion
room (analogue orchestral percussion instruments)
were widely positively received, relatively few took
the opportunity to comment on the interactive
‘conductor pods’ which deployed XBox Connect
technology and when they did, in 35% of cases it was
to express frustration about the instability of the
interaction.
As an evaluation tool, contactless NFC cards were
used in Year 1 to attempt to ‘track’ the behaviour
of visitors interacting with different strands of the
project. Take-up on the distribution of the cards
was low and the quantity of data they offered up
was small, patchy and unreliable, predominantly
due to visitors forgetting to bring their cards along
when making repeat visits. While NFC technology
provided a coherent ‘digital’ image to the project,
it failed to reach large sections of the population,
notably older people and provide a clunky method
for collating qualitative feedback. In contrast, short
and concise paper-and-pen evaluation tools used in
the second year, brought in a much larger number of

unique users, and was more successful in gathering a
wider range of data, including audience demographic,
contact data and immediate qualitative feedback. No
feedback was received in any strand of the project
which objected to these ‘analogue’ methods, from
leaflets, to postcards, to door-to-door marketing,
well-produced paper publicity material and exhibition
guides, nor any suggestion that a backwards step had
been taken between Year 1 and 2.
For all these perceptual questions, it is clear that
the digital resources of iOrchestra were enormously
positively received - simply that they were well
received as music rather than as technology.
Practically and strategically, this is an encouraging
finding: it does not undermine the significant
advantage that the Philharmonia has as a digital
pioneer, but it makes the key successes of the project
replicable by organisations without the digital
resources available to iOrchestra. It does raise a
question as to the relative values for future audience
development projects, as to where resources are
most invested, and how such projects are situated.
It is a hypothesis worth exploring and testing in
future audience development activity, that the USP
of a great orchestra, is a combination of immediacy
and authenticity - analogue virtues in a digital
world, which require a careful balance. There was
some evidence to this effect in the feedback on
the live concert in Cornwall, to the extent that its
application (a necessity given its outdoor nature) was
one of the few elements of the event to receive any
sort of negative feedback, and in the upwards shift
in audience numbers between years as the balance
between human and digital messaging shifted.
Rather than placing digital at the heart of all future
outreach work, iOrchestra suggests that it is more
useful to place educative and participatory aims,
values, and methods at the heart of all digital work,
and to ensure that digital resources are deployed
subtly, with the marketing emphasis always on the
live music first and foremost.

In an era of digital saturation, the most innovative and
exciting experiences can be hands on with real instuments
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Developing shared purpose between marketing and education
Working out why we want to reach new audiences - and for what purpose
inspiring new generations to play orchestral
instruments, we shall be depleting the opportunities
for children from all backgrounds to consider an
orchestral career.

Audience development: not rocket science, but enormously time and resource intensive.

Within the aims with which we began this project,
a tension remains which has not entirely been
resolved: was the project ‘audience development’ in
the sense that it aimed to build relationships with
new audiences using orchestral music, broadly a
function of the organisation’s education work; or was
it about ‘audience development’ in the sense that it
primed the demand for the ongoing touring work of
this orchestra, with a view to combining with other
professional orchestras to create a season of music in
the South West - as such, the work of the marketing
department? More importantly, does this distinction
really matter?
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From the experience of iOrchestra, an understanding
emerges that the orchestral sector needs to be more
philanthropic, in order to protect our self-interest at
the level of any given orchestra or artistic institution.
Whatever the successes of the project, it can only
provide a catalyst, not a solution to wider educational
or social problems. There will always be concerts
for which we have to attract an audience, and
easier audiences to develop than the hard to reach
communities with which iOrchestra has been working.
However the sheer numbers, the enthusiasm, and
ultimately, the willingness of these harder to reach
audiences to invest both time and money in the
artform after a relatively brief engagement, should
form the basis for some more ambitious, longer-term
thinking, that bridges the gap between marketing and
participatory impulses without collapsing the useful
distinctions between them.

But from this question follows others: is the focus of
digital work, both largescale, such as the installations
and small-scale, such as the short films (which
populate the organisation’s website and provide much
of iOrchestra’s online presence) about driving people
to the Philharmonia, or promoting the cause of
orchestral music itself within each region?

Pragmatically, community outreach, education
and participation work, are likely to be ever more
significant within funding criteria from Arts Council
England and other major funders. As an experiment
in new ways of working, the fact that this question
remained unanswered throughout the delivery of the
project, was a great strength for iOrchestra.

At one level, the answer to all is resoundingly
‘neither’ and ‘both’. Without an audience for
orchestral music itself, there will be no audienceshare for any given orchestra. Similarly, without

It allowed us the luxury of picking freely from
both approaches, and committing to what worked,
rejecting what did not. However, it does leave an
unanswered question in terms of legacy: should our

focus now be primarily upon working with other
orchestras to build a coordinated orchestral season in
the South West and involving our core communities,
finding a combination of funding sources and
business model which can make this work? Or should
finite resources be focussed on sustaining and
strengthening the more robust amateur sector that
has been left behind and taking forward our learning
in other UK regions facing similar challenges? These
are questions facing the orchestra sector across the
UK, stimulating a methodology for both amateur
and professional orchestras to work more closely to
build audiences in parts of the UK where professional
orchestras appear occasionally.
iOrchestra, on the other hand, was the largest
outreach project delivered by the Philharmonia,
with a cost of more than £1,280,000, and a process
through which not only high quality delivery was
undertaken, but these strategic questions were honed
and asked in new ways, which do not necessarily
emerge through the core work of a performing
symphony orchestra. Future audience development
work - a more recent addition to the programmes
of orchestras than some other artforms - needs to
borrow from the wider marketing, educational and
social sectors and incorporate robust and agreed
theories of change into their approaches. This
need not choose between these aims, but can, like
iOrchestra, incorporate the best of both. Establishing
this earlier, will ease decision-making around ongoing
activity and enable legacy-planning to be begin
earlier.

MARKETING
Very tight budgets forced us to be ingenious
and to focus our efforts closely in building our
communication strategy for iOrchestra. It was the
simplest things which worked best and were most
effective in getting people to the events: door-to-door
leafleting, ‘guerrilla’ advertising (with permission

from local authority Consortium partners) in the
form of temporary spray-paint trails through the
towns in which Universe of Sound was located; and
negotiating ‘book-bag’ drops of simple, friendly
leaflets which led with images of human interaction.
The role of schools as the centres of communities providing access not only to children, but to parents,
grandparents and extended families, is borne out by
the range of audience segments engaged across the
project strands. (For an analysis of the demographic
breakdown underlying this: www.iOrchestra.co.uk.)
Partnering with local authority communications
teams in order to reduce the marketing costs, proved
an ambitious ask for local authorities experiencing
competing priorities, significant financial and staff
cuts, and therefore resulted in patchy exposure.
Radio and television coverage, particularly the
former, was regularly cited by visitors to the
installations as a key media channel, with print media
much less significant. myOrchestra, a regular email
newsletter curated region by region, has provided an
excellent model which both fulfils the educational
brief of the project and holds open relationships
for the purposes of marketing future tours. Beyond
providing a ‘what’s on’ guide, myOrchestra provides a
combination of substantial discounts to local cultural
events exclusive to subscribers, signposting to online
digital resources from the Philharmonia and links
to orchestral resources beyond. It also enables us
to share activity delivered by partner amateur and
professional orchestras, reaching wider than just
Philharmonia but maintaining the iOrchestra brand
beyond the life of the project. Numbers rose to
over 8,000 subscribers at the end of the project, an
increase of 6,500 from Year 1.

LEARNING & ACCESS
iOrchestra was successful educationally because
it balanced so-called Reithean values in uniting
the attempt to educate, inform and entertain

simultaneously. It emphasised all three of these
approaches, and many audience members in
feedback, offered their pleasure and surprise
that they had found orchestral music, not only
‘interesting’ but entertaining and fun also. Access to
and participation with great art is evidenced for its
educational value, but iOrchestra reminded us that
in the first instance, music is made to delight and to
entertain.
Within each strand of the project, staff were
surprised to encounter the perception from visitors
that the target audience was children and young
people, rather than the community more broadly.
Care was taken to ensure promotional materials
showed intergenerational engagement, and avoided
describing it as education-work specifically, but
nonetheless, this perception persisted. In terms of
bringing in a wider audience, this was a strength,
as children and young people brought families with
them, and significant portions of the audience
(between 4% and 12% across the strands) commented
positively on the learning and attitudinal change they
observed in others, especially children and young
people.
The first, active, part of this legacy building is
reconnecting with the wide coalition of workers
who made iOrchestra happen - youth workers, older
people’s workers, teachers, amateur musicians,
and established workshop leaders - and bring them
together for training on using music with groups
and extending their work using music to meet both
artistic and social aims. This will be delivered in
collaboration with the Bournemouth Symphony
Orchestra, and will at an arm’s length, aim to extend
the work of iOrchestra and coalesce this group into
a network who can sustain the growing appetite for
learning and participation in orchestral music in the
South West.
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Try again, fail again, fail better
What we got wrong and what we learned from our experiments and failures

Although the vast majority of our visitors told us they enjoyed themselves, not everything worked, and not everyone liked what we were offering...

We welcomed over 120,000 visitors to iOrchestra in
the two thirteen-week periods we spent delivering
the project in the South West. 97% of them told us
they learned something, and 98% of them enjoyed
their experience. We are delighted that, according to
our many visitors, the project was an overwhelming
success. However, we didn’t get everything right, and
there was useful learning in the dead-ends, and the
occasional flop along the way.
Not enough time…
To administer and deliver the project, a five,
rather than a two-year period, would have been
optimal. With an aim to create cultural change
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across the regions in which we were working, a deep
penetration within each community was required.
While approximately 1 in 15 people within Cornwall’s
sparse population have engaged with one or more
part of the project, a full 83% of MusicLab attendees
in Cornwall in the second year were new to the
project in 2015. Given that numbers nearly doubled
across all strands, and our wider learning as to the
importance of repeat visits in building an audience,
a third year of direct delivery, combined with a
research year and a handover and legacy-building
year on either side, would have been an optimal
model. This would have led to creating greater impact
in Year 1, building in creative and participatory

elements from the start, and making a broader,
more targeted effort at legacy-building. The rather
truncated two-year period means that the project’s
legacy is reliant sooner upon the work of Consortium
partners, including radically cut-back statutory local
authority providers, leaving a worryingly patchy
landscape for future work.
Too narrow a Consortium
Nominally delivered by a Consortium of local
partners, iOrchestra was envisaged as a collaborative
effort. However, between winning the bid and
delivering the project, all three local authorities
experienced deep spending cuts, Music Education

Hubs changed personnel and structures, and the
remit of the Consortium body became increasingly
consultative whilst a larger proportion of delivery
and administration was brought back into the teams
of the Philharmonia. The impact of managing inhouse concert box office functions, marketing and
press strategy and delivery and liaison with schools
inevitably overstretched our internal resources and
lost the opportunity to share skills with partners.
In retrospect, a broader Consortium membership
would be desirable with an aim of improving our
local fundraising capacities, by recruiting those who
could have helped map and leverage local resources,
and assisted with sourcing technical support locally
for the digital resourcing. Equally, a more robust
contract of deliverables needs to be drawn up with
each Consortium members so expectations and
delivery targets are agreed in advance.
Had we understood the fragility of the Consortium
model earlier, we could have invited representatives
from Higher Education Institutions on board. This
would have allowed us to synchronise our planning
with research funding timetables, allowing us to
take forward excellent proposals from music, music
psychology, music technology, and visual arts
researchers, which could have enhanced the project.
Confusing ‘audiences’ and ‘participants’
While the participative elements of the installations
and live concerts were enormously successful, had
they been incorporated earlier in Year 1, we may
have been able to feel more confident in keeping
some elements non-participative. While the handson percussion in Universe of Sound and RE-RITE
were very popular with most participants, the
majority of those who recorded negative responses
(themselves a very small minority) found the ‘sound
bleed’ distracting, sometimes fatally compromising
the experience. Similarly, while participatory pieces
of repertoire within the concerts were extremely
popular in Plymouth and Torbay, they did lead

some disgruntled participants to leave early, or
record in feedback that they felt patronised, or that
it distracted from the music. A different presenter
(Charles Hazlewood) in Cornwall stripped out these
elements, and there was no fall-off in terms of
reported audience enjoyment (those who ‘very much’
enjoyed it were 97% compared to 95% and 91%),
and self-identified learning also remained constant.
These findings suggests that, as a first project of this
nature, we confused ‘accessibility’ with participation,
and while participative work was crucial in other
parts of the project, we could have shown more
confidence in orchestral music alone to speak to
unfamiliar audiences when well-presented with
sensitivity.
Risk of building unachievable expectations
Whilst iOrchestra aimed to provide a catalyst for
igniting interest in orchestral music rather than
providing a launch pad for the Philharmonia to
become a long-term provider within the South West,
we were insufficiently clear in publicising this beyond
the Consortium and our core partners. Up to 10% of
respondents across all project strands and regions,
unprompted requested, hoped for, or demanded a
return visit in 2016. In Torbay particularly, a story
has emerged that the council will ‘take it away’ in the
third year. Better and different partnership working,
and foreseeing this risk, could have alleviated this
development, which risks undoing some of the good
will generated during the project.
Fetishising digital
Within how we talked about the project and the
distribution of budgets, there was an over-emphasis
on the digital ‘nature’ of the project. Social media was
over-emphasised as a marketing tool, when doorto-door leafleting proved more effective. Significant
staffing resources were put into building a ‘mini-site’
for the main installation which received single digit
hits per location, whereas an A5 handout with similar
content was popular and well-received. Expensive

Following the contrabassoon part in the woodwind section of
Universe of Sound

NfC cards in year one were replaced with pen-andpaper evaluation in year two and brought in feedback
from over 100-times more respondents, enabling us
to gather a much broader range of data.
Not enough orchestral musicians
Across all elements of the project, there was
not a large enough presence of players from the
Philharmonia. However cutting edge the digital
elements, however rich the educational opportunities,
our strongest suit is necessarily the quality of our
musicians. Where they were incorporated into
participatory projects, or had a virtual presence
within MusicLab as remote ‘coaches’ of young
players, their impact was significant. Though costly
in terms of travel and fees, a greater role for our
musicians from the outset could have enriched
further each strand of the project and increased the
opportunities for shifting the working culture of the
orchestra as a whole.
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Behavioural and cultural change
Appetites for new experience, excitement about orchestral music

More than a one-off spectacle, iOrchestra aimed to kick-start audience journeys which it is hoped will continue long after the end of the project

That iOrchestra changed attitudes and behaviour
is clear; that it was able to do so over a sustained
period, boosting the likelihood these changes could
be more than fleeting at the whim of arts projects, is
something that many arts organisations struggle to
show. People may say they intend to carry on with
the activity, but many don’t actually do so – or at
least, few projects put in place a way to monitor this
intention.
At the end of iOrchestra’s first year, around a third of
visitors had previously been to an orchestral concert
or listened to this music on the radio. But 98% now
had an appetite to hear a live orchestra, and 73% told
us they did intend to go to a concert.
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Roll forward a year, and it was most likely that
people at Universe of Sound, if they had ever been to
a concert, had done so since the start of iOrchestra.
Over a third had gone in the previous six months and
nearly a half in the year that covered the outdoor
concerts in 2014. But only around a quarter had
been to a concert longer ago than that. This trend
was similar for listening to the radio and even
more marked among people who had ever played
an instrument: 56% had played in the previous six
months, but just 25% more than two years ago.
So it looks like people did act on their stated
intentions – even when they had to sustain their
interest and enthusiasm through the quieter winter
period before iOrchestra returned. In that lean period,

all types of activity (except listening to the radio)
dropped off markedly. Consistent, regular provision
of opportunities is still crucial to embedding new
habits.
This is clear from comparing regions: people from
Plymouth started with much lower previous musical
experience (around 10-15% depending on the activity)
than the other two (often up to 20-25%). But then,
Plymouth has long lacked a suitable venue for
orchestra concerts whereas Hall for Cornwall and
Truro Cathedral do put on concerts, and Torbay is
home to a number of amateur and semi-professional
groups, including Torbay Symphony Orchestra,
with several local churches hosting their concerts.
Indeed, only in Torbay was a more deep-rooted habit

of music attendance or playing in evidence: around
40% had been musically active more than two years
ago. Perhaps the generally older local population of
Torbay include people who had moved to the region
on retiring, from areas of greater musical provision?
From the similar levels of activity within each region,
it appears that if a person does one thing related to
orchestral music, they are likely to do a wide range
of musical activity, though the lowest levels are for
concert attendance and playing or singing in a group;
both of which depend on outside opportunity or
provision.
But people active in music-related arts were notably
less active in other art forms: 49% in Torbay and
Cornwall had ever attended another arts event, and
just 8% in Plymouth. In fact, it appears that even here
the impact of iOrchestra can be discerned: 85% had
attended an arts event in the previous six months –
predominantly in the previous month – and only 17%
had gone one-two years before and 14% longer ago
than that.
By Year 2, the proportion (and number) of people
attending iOrchestra in Torbay and Cornwall who
had previous music experience had increased,
such experience in many cases being the visits to
iOrchestra in Year 1. But in Plymouth substantially
more people at Universe of Sound had no previous
experience of any sort with orchestral music, than
had been the case at RE-RITE (Year 1). Whether
having previous experience or not, those in Cornwall
were strongest in stating their intentions to go to
more concerts, play an instrument on their own or
listen to orchestra music on the radio beyond the
iOrchestra project. Yet many fewer people there
intended to do things in future than had ever in the
past, especially attending a concert (the drop-off

was least for radio). There was a similar drop-off in
Torbay, especially in terms of playing or attending
concerts. In both cases the explanation is likely an
older population that used to enjoy orchestral music
and concerts but whose inclination or ability to
actively play or attend concerts is now in decline.
By contrast Plymouth, with a generally younger
population including a greater density of students
and professionals, showed a very striking change:
from the low teens as a proportion of people who
had ever done things, future aspirations to do
them reached 60% (concerts), 69% (radio) and 46%
(playing).

something new – although the fact that people did
learn new things was stronger than their use of that
reason to recommend a visit. Learning was highly
valued by adults in Cornwall and very little by
adults in Torbay, this in contrast to the much higher
importance children in Torbay put on learning, and
despite the fact that in Torbay a large majority of
visitors were in family groups. A third of advocates
stressed aspects of the music or musical skills shown
by the Philharmonia musicians when persuading
others to attend and up to half of people in Plymouth
were struck by this. That it would be fun was also a
message, but a quieter one, as was the interactive
nature; and the digital or multimedia delivery was
hardly referred to at all as a reason for going.

So what were the turning points for these people?
Trust
Trust is very important. Most people first found out
about iOrchestra by word of mouth from a trusted
contact; teachers and community leaders initially for
MusicLab, then children and teachers telling others
and especially family members about it. Nearly half
of people at RE-RITE heard about iOrchestra from
someone else. Whether friends, family, colleagues or
others, the key ingredient was that a person whose
opinions they trusted told them it was worth going
to.
What was it people told them about iOrchestra?
Probably outpourings of enthusiasm, given that
90-95% of responses and comments on all aspects
were positive, and overall enjoyment levels were
equally high. Overwhelmingly, visitors reported
the emotional, even physical charge they got from
the music in MusicLab, the installations and at the
concerts. The words they used included “amazing,
awesome, brilliant, loud, moving”. They also passed
on that it was a chance to learn and discover

Trust in people’s recommendations wasn’t the only
thing required to convince new attendees. It had to
be backed up by effective marketing materials, press
and other publicity – and the materials had to be of a
high quality, encountered not only in children’s school
bags or hand-delivered through the door at home,
but in places where ‘proper’ events are advertised,
such as posters and banners in town, or on the radio
or local newspapers and TV. Only then would their
decision to attend feel validated by a guarantee of
a good experience for the time and effort invested.
Without this reinforcement, it is likely busy families
or outlying residents, especially if newcomers to
music, would not act on what their children were
telling them. And of course, such publicity and
marketing was simultaneously intended to attract the
attention of existing and former concert audiences
and musicians, who would need little prompting to
take advantage of the opportunities on offer.
Stumbling across an orchestra
Then there were the people who encountered neither
personal recommendation nor advance marketing
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material, but simply stumbled across the alienlooking truck or tent while going about their daily
business. This engagement accounted for a third
of people at RE-RITE in 2014, and also many at
MusicLab and Universe of Sound. Curiosity drew
them in, though such passers-by were more likely
than others to have previously attended an orchestral
concert, deducing that people responded to the sound
or other triggers that chimed with their previous
experience or interest. Once inside, the unexpected
meant that they recorded even greater enjoyment
than people who had visited on purpose and they
were also slightly more inclined to want to hear an
orchestra for live. And they were more eager to sign
up for the emails about future opportunities – 68%
compared to 58% of the whole sample. The greater
intensity of the unexpected experience seems to
increase a desire to repeat it.
The number and impact of people stumbling across
the installations and truck (and seeing some people
hesitate but not enter) showed the importance of a
strong welcome message and explanation externally.
These were improved in Year 2, with the result we
heard from several who hesitated in Year 1 but
now felt more confident on what they were going to
experience.
Attitudes to Music
Underpinning behaviour changes was a change in
attitude to music. Visitors to RE-RITE and twothirds of pupils at the schools’ concert viewed the
type of music, the skill it takes, the enjoyment
it affords or the relevance to their lives more
positively. In the second year, attitude shifts were
less: after an explosion of learning from the new,
unusual iOrchestra experience in Year 1 people
retained their new views into Year 2. Many of the
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project’s newcomers in Year 2 were people already
experienced in music to some extent.
Attitude change can lead to action, where provision
is available and other barriers are removed. We
were interested not just in whether people enjoyed,
learned from or were inspired by a single interaction
with one of the iOrchestra elements, but whether
they returned or tracked down the other elements.
In Year 1 between a third and a half of all visits to
MusicLab were repeat visits. This was most common
in Cornwall, where people seemed more inclined to
revisit their local MusicLab site a number of times
rather than travel to Truro for the installation or the
concert. Plymouth visitors to MusicLab were much
more likely to go on to the installation in the town
centre, rather than return to MusicLab. But people
from Torbay were the most likely to branch out from
MusicLab to either the installation or the concert –
over half did so. A quarter of people who went first to
RE-RITE said they would like also to go to MusicLab,
but far more – over two-thirds – said they would revisit RE-RITE.
Journey through the Project
With the exception of a few exceptionally enthusiastic
individuals, it seems there was an optimum number
of engagements people from our core communities
were inclined to make, and that convenience of
location, travel times, costs or habit determined
whether these were made as returns to MusicLab,
or visits to the installation or the concert. While the
children may have wanted to visit more frequently,
they could not do so without the participation
of parents, carers or teachers. One iOrchestra
coordinator commented that teachers with low
interest, energy or time were a big deciding factor in
the lack of onward journey by their pupils.

In the first violin room of Universe of Sound, the immersive
installation of Holt’s The Planets

Comments from Year 1 reveal ‘other’ journeys:
individual pupil journeys towards greater selfconfidence to perform; creating displays and
newsletters; a new interest in other music-related
opportunities such as the BSO week in Truro;
and an interest in building on visits to MusicLab
and iOrchestra to make something bigger (e.g.
whole-school) and lasting, and with more outward
connections to other areas of the curriculum.
Newcomers
Around three-quarters of people at iOrchestra in
Year 2 had not attended anything in Year 1, but at
least 25% of this group did then go to more than one
further strand in Year 2: 53% overall attended at least
one other iOrchestra element, in either Year 1 and/
or Year 2. This tendency to explore wider was lowest
among people visiting Universe of Sound in Cornwall
(36%) and highest among people at the concert in
Torbay (67%). In the main, they went to only one
other thing; much smaller numbers went to two
or more, though 2% of people attended something
four or more times! Universe of Sound was the most
popular add-on (39%), with MusicLab a close second
and the culmination performances of fringe projects
each attracting around a quarter of repeat attenders.

those people who we felt had had least opportunity
(or perhaps inclination) to experience orchestral
music before? We looked at this, on the one hand
through the impact different life-stages would have;
and on the other through Mosaic [M] and Audience
Spectrum [AS] segments – used as an introduction
to understanding the type of people living in our
thirteen core communities.
Challenged families (including the segments AS: Up
Our Street, Facebook Families, Trips and Treats
and M: Ex-Council Community, Industrial Heritage,
Suburban Mindsets, Terraced Melting Pot, Claimant
Cultures, Upper Floor Living)

People from our core communities in Torbay were
much more likely to be newcomers in Year 2 (90%
compared to 55% of people living elsewhere),
demonstrating the value of return visits the same
communities, enhanced trust and the community
projects drew in these people over time. In Plymouth
too the effect of working with the core communities is
discernible (23% of people from the core communities
were new visitors compared to 9% from elsewhere).

Up Our Street, a very hard-to-engage segment,
responded to the project’s approach of going back to
the same areas, encouraging attendance and sharing
with all family members, repeating messages and
improved community engagement practices. Their
attendance increased, and by Year 2 had reached
the target we set. On the other hand we had hoped
for greater participation by Facebook Families,
also a low engagement segment. We hoped that the
family orientation of MusicLab and the inclusion of
iOrchestra in their children’s school activity whilst
also being open to parents and other family members,
would have led to a greater percentage of them in the
audience. Although their involvement did improve
between the two years, the fact that it still fell short
of target underlines the very personalised, repeated
and long-term nature of the engagement offer this
segment requires to change substantially their
behaviour. uture activity would need to acknowledge
this and work even harder and more personally and
appropriately with this segment.

Who were our visitors and participants?
Were we successful in reducing the barriers for

Among those whose ability or inclination to engage
with orchestral music was deemed even more limited,

Claimant Cultures didn’t quite reach our target of 5%,
but did double from 2% to 4% over the two years.
Some of the more traditional, family-based segments
responded well, given their assumed low engagement
levels. Ex-Council Community and Industrial
Heritage both grew between the two years, coming
close to or on target by Year 2. Suburban Mindsets
were already ahead of target in Year 1 and grew
to 10% in Year 2, while Terraced Melting Pot also
showed strong growth to 8%, exceeding target.
The installation remained a place that parents
and children visited together. In Plymouth 20% of
visitors were children up to the age of 15, while 32%
were adults (aged 26-55 years) mostly likely to be
parents of young and teenage children. In Torbay,
the proportions were 35% and 38% representing a
particularly strong response by families that echoes
the low level of people visiting alone in Torbay. In
Cornwall on the other hand, 34% of visitors were aged
26-55 but just 11% were children up to age 15.
Focussing on people we knew to be from our core
communities, no children up to age 11 were recorded
in family visits to Universe of Sound, compared
to 9% of visitors living elsewhere. It seems that
core community families of younger children were
satisfied with visits to MusicLab and perhaps school
visits to Universe of Sound and concerts, and were not
motivated to make family visits to the installation in
addition.
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Teenagers & young adults
(including the segments AS: Kaleidoscope Creativity,
Experience Seekers, Trips and Treats, Dormitory
Dependables and M: Terraced Melting Pot, Liberal
Opinions, New Homemakers, Careers and Kids,
Professional Rewards, Rural Solitude, Small Town
Diversity, Suburban Mindsets)
Experience Seekers are considered one of the
higher-engagement segments for arts generally,
though possibly of younger adults and therefore
not prevalent in more traditional art forms. So it
is a testament to the innovative and accessible way
in which iOrchestra brought orchestral music to
people, that this segment performed so strongly. The
strength of interest among them was present in Year
1 and continued to grow in Year 2. In Plymouth,
where there are many more people of this age, the
largest group visiting Universe of Sound was 1625 year-olds (28%); in Torbay it was a lower, but
still encouraging, 19%. In Cornwall this age group
accounted for 17%, the second largest age group
(though under half of the largest group) visiting
there. Overall, it indicates the success of presenting
orchestral music in this way had for this famously
hard-to-engage age group. There was also a much
stronger emotional response to Universe of Sound
notable in Plymouth than elsewhere, which accords
with the higher numbers of Experience Seekers there.
Kaleidoscope Creativity, also considered low
attenders of organised arts and culture, again
exceeded the target we set for them. It’s likely that
the elements of taking part, having a go, enabling
community performances at the locations, and the
open air/ drop-in nature of (especially) the concerts
in Year 1 called forth this stronger response.
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Older people new to music
(including the segments AS: Heydays, Up Our Street
and M: Elderly Needs, Upper Floor Living, Claimant
Culture, Terraced Melting Pot, Industrial Heritage, ExCouncil Community)
Visits by the very elderly were low: 2% in Plymouth
were aged 76 or over, 3% in Torbay and just 1% in
Cornwall. Yet even this led to our targets for Heydays,
being exceeded.
While there remained a large tendency for school
children to return bringing parents, siblings and
sometimes friends, engaging older people’s groups
was much harder and less successful. This held for
older people with mobility or other assistance needs
– such as those from care homes or day centres – but
also for more independent and active older people
in social groups. We had designed age-specific entry
points and hoped that participating in a project
already of interest to children and grandchildren
would be attractive. Some older people did mention
their children or grandchildren involvement, but in
some cases this made it hard to shake the perception
that it was ‘a kids’ project’.
Secure, active families
(including the segments AS: Trips and Treats ,
Dormitory Dependables and M: Liberal Opinions,
New Homemakers, (Careers and Kids, Professional
Rewards, Rural Solitude, Small Town Diversity,
Suburban Mindsets)
Trips and Treats and Dormitory Dependables
were each thought likely segments to engage
with iOrchestra, though with slightly different
motivations. On the one hand the special, one-off
nature of the installations and the concerts, and the
whole-family and free or low-cost positioning; and
on the other hand access to a high quality orchestra

offering a perceived ‘traditional’ art
form of classical music. In fact, while
both were important, Trips and Treats
fell short of target. They especially
need a higher-profile ‘above the line’
marketing campaign, to stress the special
event nature and to reassure them of
guaranteed enjoyment. Dormitory
Dependables may have dropped off in
Year 2 because they found the music (Rite
of Spring) in Year 1 too avant-garde, or
because the digital interactives or the
informal, presented tone of the concerts
were not to their more traditional tastes.
But they would have been among the
family audiences described above at
Universe of Sound.
New Homemakers responded better than
expected – 3% in both years compared
to a target of just 1%. The same is true
of Careers and Kids – 2% in both years
compared to the 1% target. The response
by Suburban Mindsets was also strong.
Core orchestra audiences
(including the segments AS:
Commuterland CultureBuffs,
MetroCulturals, Home and Heritage
and M: Active Retirement, Small Town
Diversity, Industrial Heritage, Liberal
Opinions, Career and Kids, Professional
Rewards, Rural Solitude, Small Town
Diversity, Suburban Mindsets)
Liberal Opinions are the core audience
for arts across the board and around
the UK. They had been targeted for
8% of iOrchestra Audiences. But they
represented 11% in Year 1 and 18% in

Year 2. Though smaller, Professional Rewards people
also doubled their target, reaching 8%. Home and
Heritage dropped off in Year 2, perhaps because they
too found the repertoire or concert style not to their
liking. Commuterland Culturebuffs would be less
likely to object to The Rite of Spring but may not have
appreciated the informal, participatory concert in
Year 1.
Like AS’s Dormitory Dependables and Home and
Heritage, Active Retirement people fell short of
target in Year 1 and then plummeted to 4% in Year 2.
Small Town Diversity fell off even more sharply, from
22% in Year 1 to 10% in Year 2. However the Rural
Solitude segment performed much better, suggesting
that people in remote rural areas will still leap at
the chance of arts and cultural engagement, if the
opportunities are brought closer to them.
In Plymouth older adults were 19% of visitors overall,
and in Torbay 18% - these may have included some
grandparents of children. However, in Cornwall
people aged 66 to 75 years made up by far the largest
proportion of visitors (32%) but were much less likely
to have been grandparents in family groups, as the
number of children recorded was so low.
Torbay especially continued to attract a highly musicaware audience from the edges and hinterland of the
region. Even if their past musical experience was
more historical, they responded with enthusiasm to
the opportunities iOrchestra offered.
Core communities
Other specific behaviours that stood out within our
Core communities included:
• In Torbay the proportion of visitors aged over 45
years from the Core communities was 71% and from
the non-core communities it was 29%, probably due

to a generally older base population living in the
core wards, and because engagement was successful
with a wider variety of community groups through
MusicLab.
• From Plymouth and Torbay we could see that
the tendency to visit alone was much higher among
people from the core communities (31%) than among
people from elsewhere (20%). This is a testament to
the confidence inspired within people from the core
communities that iOrchestra was ‘for them’ and they
didn’t need the reassurance of other people to attend.
• At the Plymouth concert in Year 2, 24% of
bookings came from people living in the core
communities. In Torbay it was 32%. This is
an impressive positive engagement by these
communities, given their starting point.
• In Plymouth, people from the core communities
spent the shortest time in the installation: 49%
spent 15 minutes or less, compared to 38% from
other backgrounds. But in Torbay this was reversed,
with 50% of the core communities’ people spending
30 minutes or less, compared to 63% from other
backgrounds.
Barriers for future engagement
As part of our evaluation, people were asked what
music-related activity they would like to continue
or start following the end of iOrchestra, but what
barriers might inhibit them achieving this.
The main reasons people gave were a lack of time
(25% overall) followed by cost (17%). Between the
regions lack of time was less important in Plymouth
and cost was least important in Torbay. But in Torbay
both time and cost were almost double the perceived
barrier for people from the core communities (42%
and 25%) than for other people (26% and 11%).
In addition, ‘work’ was given as a slightly more
important reason for core communities (7%) than

for non-core communities (4%) in both Torbay and
Plymouth.
Other significant barriers included illness,
especially in Torbay and especially within the core
communities, given as a reason by 14% (17% in Torbay
core communities) compared to 5% in non-core
communities.
Other reasons given included child or family
care responsibilities (4% but 17% in Torbay
core communities); lack of confidence (1% - but
interestingly lower in the core communities than
for others); and other reasons of which the most
important included not being musical and prioritising
other activity such as sport.
For children at school, teachers’ own pre-existing
interests seemed to determine whether they could
engage further, and this lottery effectively acted as a
barrier for some children. In Cornwall in particular,
schools that are already keen on music were prepared
to travel some distance to the concert, whereas
others close by often didn’t. In Torbay and Cornwall
the logistics of engagement was also a barrier, as the
school years are governed by regular patterns. Some
teachers said they would have to do complicated
juggling, while others mentioned they planned to
build continuity into their group work.
In Torbay, where the highest percentage of pupils
at the schools concert had already attended an
orchestral concert, there was the lowest (at 89%)
inclination to attend again – still high but possibly
an indication that other, more ‘normal’ concert
styles previously experienced may act as a check on
enthusiasm.
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Developing New Audiences
A replicable, outline methodology for orchestral audience development

Audience development: a series of small victories and careful planning, long slog and great reward - but not as complicated or daunting as some would lead you to believe...

The 70-year history of the Philharmonia
Orchestra has been a story of boundary-breaking
and experiment. From its founding principle of
democratising orchestral music through massproduced high-quality recordings, through to digital
innovation that was won Royal Philharmonic Society
Awards three times in the last six years for Audience
Engagement, this orchestra has always attempted to
do new things with new audiences. But at the point
when we set out to create iOrchestra, we felt a sense
of great trepidation.
This was our first explicit attempt at deep ‘audience
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development’ which, in the years since Walter Legge’s
first Philharmonia LP came off the production line,
has grown into a specialised field and in particular
an Arts Council England priority. As such, a wealth
of consultants, researchers and complex systems for
measuring and promoting metrics and matrices, can
make audience development work feel like a daunting
field, requiring huge amounts of theory. Initially, we
felt this took the project well beyond the expertise of
a great orchestra, or any makers of great art.
At the end of the project and on reflection, we take a
rather different view. Whilst this type of ‘first access’,

relationship-building audience development, is
immensely hard work, it is not especially complicated
with a strong strategy in place. The artistic
integrity at the heart of all the Philharmonia’s
work, is precisely the creative expertise which, when
combined with curiosity, tenaciousness and the right
combination of factors, is after all, what is needed to
undertake excellent audience development.
As such, what follows is a summary of our model and
methodology for audience development projects: not
theoretically complex, but a long, hard, practical slog,
worth every moment and immensely rewarding.

Have artistic confidence, and expect hard work
There are good reasons why people don’t engage with
difficult artforms and hard to reach communities, as
they are all beyond the scope of any one organisation
to solve alone. As such, projects like iOrchestra
by necessity are time-consuming and will require
significant resources: financial, time, and most of all,
human. For all of this, presenting great art of the
highest quality, with the confidence and enthusiasm
that it is worth engaging with, is half the battle won.
Work out ‘why’...
Creating clear, shared aims and objectives need
not be a process of becoming bogged down in
theoretical musings about the nature of the art form
or audiences. As previously mentioned, an audience
development project led by marketing impulses
will be very different from one led by education or
participatory aims, though best practice in either will
involve elements of the other. One of the key legacies
of the project for the Philharmonia has been learning
about and overcoming the challenges of working
together across departments and teams, and the
collective value of our work reimagined for a common
objective. Establishing an overarching hypothesis
against which to make difficult practical decisions is
a key piece of learning.
Lose the ‘if we build it they will come’ mentality
It is tempting to take this confidence too far.
Just because what you are offering is artistically
wonderful, doesn’t mean the audience will come,
even if it is free. Cultural barriers are often much
more significant than economic barriers: everyone
knows what they can’t afford, but very few of us
can account for why one art form speaks to us and
another doesn’t. As such, expecting as little as
possible from the audience in terms of investment is
key: cut down travel-time by finding ways to ‘pop-up’

within communities, in the way that MusicLab was
successful, increases the chances of visitors stumbling
across the project. Consider ways of allowing visitors
to access activity without preconceptions, or without
the time for the social and cultural barriers, fears and
frustrations with the art form, to intervene.
Use digital, don’t be led by it
However digitally literate they are, audiences are
fundamentally analogue: real people, in real space,
listening, watching, and physically feeling their way
through an artistic experience, and hopefully being
moved, excited, educated, informed, entertained
and challenged as they do so. Digital technology can
provide an amazing communication tool and access
point, but its ability to prompt these reactions is
blunted without an artistic impulse with integrity
underlying the experience. When iOrchestra became
a digital-led project, it faltered; when digital was
used as a communication tool for great music, or to
expand the potential of a hands-on engagement, it
realised ancient artistic practices in exciting new
ways. But no-one came to the project for its technical
wizardry, and music organisations must have the
confidence to put music-making first.
Integrate creativity and participation
Relative to the numbers of people who came
through MusicLab and the main installations 17,354 and 85,361 respectively - the creative and
participative projects involved a few hundred people
as participants. However, 33% of the total audience in
2015 cited these events as their way into the project.
Composition, participation, and cross-artform
working, created an offline ‘social network’ within
communities, and they came in great numbers and
embedded the project across the region. While the
focus of this work was educational, as a marketing
tool, it was second to none.

Social experiences beat social media
Live music, and any imaginative or artistic
endeavour, hinges on communication and is therefore
fundamentally social, and the experience of being an
audience member doubly so. Audience development
projects, particularly those for ‘elite’ art forms, need
to tackle the fear that art which can be enriching will
actually be perceived as isolating and uncomfortable.
Remembering that attending a live concert, or
playing in an orchestra, is at its heart a shared, social
experience, should and could create better forms for
engaging audiences. Creating interventions which
can be discussed, can be experienced socially and
build ‘welcomes’ and ‘good-byes’ into their structure
are all essential DNA for audience development
projects. While social media can, of course, play a
role in extending this social focus via an online forum,
expecting social media to provide this is a timeconsuming for little return.
Balance participation and passivity
Unwittingly, arts organisations can often give
the impression that unless engagement with new
audiences is participative, then it somehow ‘doesn’t
count’. No-one would dream of inviting the core
audience of the Philharmonia’s concert season at
Southbank Centre to play-along, to compose, or to
animate the experience of hearing the orchestra
play through cross-artform work. But it is often
our first assumption about the ‘way in’ when we
frame audiences as ‘new’ or from ‘disadvantaged’
backgrounds that active participation is the primary
way in. Despite the hugely important role that
participation played in the growth of the project from
Year 1 to 2, it was essential that we left room for
audiences to do what habitual concert-goers do: come
and quietly, personally and almost entirely passively,
absorb extraordinary music, and not see this as a
second best experience.
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Seek feedback but be prepared to ignore it
Fundraisers know that donors are very poor
predictors of their own behaviour. Audience
development consultants often ask people what
they intend to do, or why new audiences have made
a particular choice. Building in feedback loops is
essential, but being guided by them we risk placing
too much value on off-the-cuff remarks, mistaking
self-conscious answers for self-awareness, and
culturally following rather than artistically leading.
No feedback loop will substitute for a failure in
strategic or artistic thinking, and there is no metric
for creativity.
Repeat yourself
Great art can be immediately impactful, but
relationship building always takes time. If the
goal is a legacy of engagement with an art form,
go back to locations and communities, repeat
experiences, encourage return visits, and conclude
each engagement with a suggested next step on the
journey. There needs to be a sense of development
within these repetitions: new repertoire, increased
interactivity, and shifts in emphasis all help change
the tone of the engagements and avoid the sense
of ‘more of the same’ that might have come from
straight repetition. But whether it was visitors who
lacked confidence in year one and then crossed the
threshold in Year 2, the slow drip of information
sharing that was possible over a two-year period,
or repeat visitors who came back with enthusiasm
bringing along their friends and relations, the nearly
doubling of audience reach in the second year of
iOrchestra endorses this approach.
Respect the casual viewer
However great the marketing and communications
strategy, some of your most enthusiastic new
audiences will be those who ‘stumble upon’ what
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you are doing. Build this into choice of location,
information at the start, volunteer and staffing
choices and training, enabling these casual visitors
to experience something surprising and wonderful,
rather than confusing and alienating.
Invest in people
iOrchestra struggled to find volunteers in Cornwall
until our major creative composition project got
underway, engaging local musicians who we treated
seriously as creative people, and with whom a
relationship was built. The obvious assumptions
that firstly, we were parachuting ourselves in from
the outside and secondly, that we were seeking
volunteers as a cheap alternative to staffing the
project, evaporated as a consequence of embodying
a collaborative approach to bringing the project
about. And this investment genuinely diversified our
pool of volunteers. As well as young people working
toward their arts award and students in need of work
experience, we welcomed young parents seeking an
entry-route back into employment. We developed
a pool of volunteers and guides that encompassed
experienced semi-professional orchestral musicians
with an infectious enthusiasm to communicate
orchestral music to new audiences. Rather than
artificially creating ‘rewards’ for volunteering, joining
it up with creative and participative work created
a natural pool of volunteers and made volunteering
itself rewarding.
Don’t forget where you come from
It’s easy to be seduced by collaborations from
anywhere and everywhere - we had some great
pitches from visual artists, creative-writers, and
computer scientists. They would have produced
wonderful projects, but in each case the musical
and orchestral element would have been lost or
tangential. Focus resources, which will always feel

Shiphay School Orchestra perform in MusicLab, coached on
screen by Philharmonia first violin player Adrian Varela

limited however big the budget, on the art form
itself and avoid trying to be all things to all people.
Cross-artform work, when properly focussed, can be
enriching and offer unique entry-points, for nervous
audiences more familiar with other forms. But when
too diffuse, this reads like a lack of confidence in the
artform itself, and promotes the false premise that
challenging art is somehow ‘too much’ for poorly
served communities.
Work backwards
Get to know the barriers to your art-form and work
backwards. If they are financial, find ways to make
it free or low cost; if they are geographic, build
transport into your planning. If they are cultural
or class-based, cut out the alienating ritual and find
ways - as with RE-RITE and Universe of Sound, to
take your audience as quickly as possible to the
heart of the artistic endeavour. Trust in the quality

of the work to speak to people and strip away the
peripheral concerns, such as concert-going etiquette,
dress-code, repertoire-choice, which might otherwise
intrude upon the tentative new audience member’s
experience.
Production values and human values
MusicLab was a significant financial investment and
we were nervous about taking it to communities with
multiple deprivation and high crime rates. But a
youth worker in Camborne told us he was not at all
surprised that MusicLab had received no meaningful
vandalism or disrespectful behaviour. He suggested
that the children and young people brought to, or
stumbling upon the truck recognised they were
being given something of quality and they returned
the respect by being presented with something
beautiful which was produced for them with evident
care and investment. The ‘broken window’ theory

- that norms observed within a community shape
the extent of social and antisocial behaviour by
setting tone - can powerfully apply within a project.
Audience development projects need to avoid offering
the cultural cast-offs produced on a shoe-string. If
as deliverers of audience development activity, we
internalise the mentality that this is an adjunct to the
‘core work’ of the orchestra our audiences will notice.
‘Low cultural engagement’ is not the same as ‘low
awareness’. If we don’t value them, audiences won’t
return, nor should they.
Be seriously playful...
One of the most successful partners with whom
we worked over the course of this project was a
play association. Play Torbay live and breathe the
idea that art and culture is inseparable from the
impulse to play. Beyond the musical experience,
visitors appreciated RE-RITE and Universe of Sound
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iOrchestra welcomed visitors of all ages from across the South West, offering the opportunity to explore, compose, play, create and experience orchestral music with the Philharmonia Orchestra

because they provided a cheeky ‘behind-the-scenes’
glimpse of talented people presented in a way that
brought the human experience to the fore: a dozing
timpanist, a broken flute-cleaner, a day-dreaming
wind-player caught off guard by a forthcoming cue,
or a player in the commentary reminding herself
she was on camera, so not to pick her nose. All this
made a powerful statement about the importance of
playfulness in all art forms. Beyond this, it modelled a
methodology of engagement which ran counter to the
widespread and sometimes fearful expectations that
orchestral music is stuffy, pompous and requiring
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large amounts of knowledge and experience in order
to engage with it.
...and playfully serious
A playfulness of approach should not, must not,
result in downgrading the quality of what is
offered. Both RE-RITE and Universe of Sound
present full, relatively lengthy twentieth century
symphonic works, not extracts, and the iOrchestra
concerts combined sustained overtures, challenging
contemporary music, and big tunes familiar
from commercial classical repertoire. iOrchestra

demonstrates that accessibility lies in the human
interactions around an artwork, not in apologetically
reducing the quality of the art itself. Combining
quality with unashamed earnestness of something
worth reckoning with, was repaid with enthusiasm
and warmth of the audiences at the start of what we
hope will be a lifelong journey with orchestral music.

www.philharmonia.co.uk/iOrchestra
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‘Behavioural and Cultural Change section of this report was written by Rachel Escott.
A full report on ‘iOrchestra: Audience Journeys’ is available to view at www.philharmonia.co.uk/iOrchestra

